
Dear Softball Family, 
 
Over the past 17 years, I have served NAGAAA as Membership Chair, Assistant Commissioner 
and currently as your Commissioner. No one could have prepared me for the valuable lessons 
learned and the special relationships formed because of this unique experience. I embraced the 
experience with open arms, and little did I know it would have such a significant impact on me 
personally. Not only did I learn how to lead by trial and error, I was supported by an amazing 
group of individuals that extended to me plenty of grace and mercy.  
 
This past year, the Executive Board has been working hard on succession planning to ensure 
smooth and effective leadership transitions.  NAGAAA is fortunate to have a deep pool of talent 
at all levels, and regardless of when the next transitions take place, we are well prepared.  I 
have witnessed this executive board’s commitment to our values and mission.   Their work ethic 
revolves around teamwork, integrity, a spirit of humility, and always doing right by our member 
associations.  
 
With NAGAAA on solid footing, the time has come for me to step aside. I will not seek another 
term as Commissioner.  Please know that I have thoroughly appreciated and enjoyed the 
opportunity to serve with you to further NAGAAA’s mission. I am proud of our collective 
achievements and the significant progress we have made toward improving the emotional and 
physical health of our community.  I can state with confidence that over the past decade, so 
much of what we envisioned has been attained.  I am most proud of the people-first culture 
at our meetings where the environment is respectful and kind. 
 
Allow me to reflect upon lessons learned from this transformative leadership experience:  

• I learned that everyone has something to offer, and their personal uniqueness and 
experiences allowed our board to shine brighter and accomplish greater.  

• I learned that mentors are invaluable, and their words of wisdom lifted my spirit, which 
strengthened me to be better and do better.  

• I learned that leadership is a shared responsibility, there is no perfect leader or solution. 
• Lastly, I learned to not take myself so seriously. To laugh and enjoy the process of 

learning and to allow everyone else to laugh with me. Humility is what I strive for, 
laughter is how I get there!  

 
Thank you to all the board members that have served by my side over the years. Each one of 
you have positively impacted my life and propelled my leadership growth to new heights. 
Specifically, Roy Melani for believing in me; Mona Garcia, my rock and confidant; Catherine “CJ” 
Kelly for holding my hand during the tough times; Jerry Travis for keeping us financially secure; 
Tony Timmons for your integrity; Keith Speers for your coaching and patience; and Brian 
Reinkober and Dallas Aldridge, for being my partners in crime.  Finally, Tommy Salzsieder for 
demonstrating what this organization is all about with your passion and spirit of humility – you 
are my hero! 
 



Thank you, Council, for electing me your leader.  We have accomplished much, and we even 
have greater in store for our future.  Your hard work, commitment and humility will remain 
cornerstones of our long-term success. Lastly, thank you softball community for your support. 
You encourage me to stay involved and stay plugged in to what is needed in our community.  
Without your sacrifices, none of this would exist. 
 
We all leave at some point, but this community has held strong for almost a half century, 
and it endures – each year building on the foundation laid by those who came before us. I 
look forward to continuing to work with many of you as Past Commissioner to support the 
new leadership. I will always champion our cause and remain available to the organization. I 
look forward to seeing our many future accomplishments! 
 
With Gratitude and Love, 
Chris Balton 
NAGAAA Commissioner 
 

 


